Run Number 96 19th June 2008
The Belvedere, Sugnall Street, Liverpool
The Pack: Carthief, Compo (Hare), Snoozanne, 10 Seconds, Mad Hatter, Carless Whisper,
Overdrive, Cleopatra
After the excitement
of the Hash Flash

the pack had to concentrate hard on the Hare’s instructions especially as he kept his hands in his
pockets and drew no sample marks on the ground. A last instruction not to check left and off we
went up Faulkner Street

As we made our way around Liverpool, Faulkner Street kept cropping up and Snoozanne
wondered if all streets were called Faulkner

The trail was shaped like a series of castellations and after a while although we had run (I use the
term loosely) for quite a while we were still at Faulkner Square where a Regroup

and the plaque to seamen greeted us

On through the park

and onto the first challenge. The Hare had mentioned that we would need to do some limbering up
(although he said it slightly differently limbo-ing up).
The first fence completely failed to find any limboing aficionados.

Still in the park Carless Whisper just managed to stay off the ground long enough for the photoopportunity but Snoozanne got horribly twisted up

Out of the park, past the Women’s Hospital and onto a well earned Regroup

Into Edgehill and a very welcome

at the Durning Arms

where the Hare treated everyone to a
drink and the locals had variable success
in taking photos of the occasion

Taken by one
of the more
senior locals

On out of the pub and a belated Flash

over some waste ground
where Overdrive found it necessary to give
himself a manicure (cameras never lie)

and onto the Limbo fence where various techniques were used including Mad Hatter’s which was
to say “Sod this” and find a way around.

An awkward moment occurred when the trail markings were taken too literally

and then we were onto the sculpture
and the varied photogenicity of the Pack.

Past another pub where the hare suggested a second pub stop but the pack were starving and
somewhat weary so this was declined and so onto the On Inn

Back at the start the Hash Hamper was produced and French bread, cheese and grapes were laid
out and devoured.
Democratically Mad Hatter and 10 Seconds were awarded the first Down Down for wearing
identical T shirts.

Returnees Carless Whisper, Carthief, and 10 Seconds.
Cleopatra for going to the W2H3 but to the venue for two months previous.
Carless Whisper for her reply to “Did you know that Ladies of the Night work here?” replied “Yes, I
used to work here”
The Hare for the super-castellated run.
We retired to The Belvedere for some enormous and delicious hand raised pork pies and very
tasty pizza.

The discussion was all about climbing (and the pork pies) without an ironing board in sight.

